
BARNfest 

DAY 2 FESTIVAL PROGRAMME 

Wednesday 23 March  

 
The Day 2 Festival Pass includes entry to the Festival Programme all day. 
 
09:30 - 10:15: Angel Exit tooB (Studio) 
A playful and gently interactive introduction to theatre and dance for babies of 6-24 months and their 
grownups.  
 
10:30 - 11:00: Hannah Lefeuvre EARLY WEAVES (Creative Hub) 
An interactive, playful workshop and immersive experience with willow, for early years audiences.  
 
11:30 - 12:00: Evelyn Bonella THE WRONG COLOUR BLUE (Studio) 
A work-in-progress excerpt weaves elements of lived experience with flights of the imagination, offering a 
positive reflection of neurodiverse women and championing disabled artists in the art. Contains themes of 
brain injury and mental health. 
 
12:30 to 13:00: AUTOPIA: A place that does not (yet) exist (Studio) 
MJ Gardner to discuss AUTOPIA, their creative research experiment that will bring together autistic and 
neurodiverse artists to present examples of creative practices, with long-term goal for the research to create 
a live production inspired, created and driven by the ideas of specifically neurodiverse and disabled artists. 

Open networking to take place post MJ’s initial description of Autopia, its origins, and hopes for the future. 

This is a relaxed discussion. Please feel free to have lunch/etc during this. 
 
 

 
 
13:15 - 13:45: SHESPOKE (Main House) 
When a group of women come together, not poets by profession, but the love of words, stories and 
community bring them together, determined to unite and learn from one another. You get SheSpoke. 
 
14:00 - 17:20: A mixed programme in a range of spaces 
You are welcome to join any of the programme below.   

We will do our (collective) best to stick to the start and finish times. We encourage you to stay in the same 
space for each section of the programme rather than wander between them.  

Please note that the Studio and Creative Hub have limited capacity.   
 
 
 
 



 

MAIN HOUSE STUDIO CREATIVE HUB 

14:00 - 14.30 

Work in Progress: 

Over The Wall: THE 
OWL MAN  

14:00 – 14:50 

Full Show: 

Sarah Mooney & Jenny Bliss: ANTLER  

 

  15:00 – 15.20 

Live Zoom Performance: 

Sheba Soul Ensemble: 
JAAAAAAZ  

15.30 – 16.30 

Work in Progress: 

Clementines Live Arts: 
ERNIE’S JOURNEY  

15:30 – 16.15 
10 min Pitches 1: 

Wassail: LORNA DOONE 

Eva Sinclair: ARTIFICIAL FLAVOURING 

Rachel Cohen: NICE GIRL 

Bluebirds Theatre Company: THE 
KNICKER LINE 

 

 

16:30 – 17.15 
10 min Pitches 2: 

Selina Keedwell & Jess Cunningham: 
HERSTORY 

Atomic Rhubarb: PERIOD DRAMA 

Corrinne Curtis: THE NORNEN PROJECT 

Jordan Cottle & Jack Stringer:  
A SKETCH SHOW 

 

16:30 – 16:50 

Digital Programme 1: 

Tor Theatre 

Shoebox Theatre Company 

Over the Wall 

 

17:00 – 17.20 

Digital Programme 2: 

OpenStoryTellers 

Journey Exchange 

 
See below for more information about the performers, companies and work. 
 
 
17:30 - 19:00: Viv Gordon Company CUTTING OUT (film with live introduction and Q&A)  
A film with live introduction: part performance, part installation, part collective act of resistance, Cutting Out 
tells Viv’s 1 in 11 million story. 
 
19:00: Festival End 
  



MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE PERFORMERS, COMPANIES & WORK 
 
Sarah Mooney and Jenny Bliss: ANTLER  
A dreamlike experience through the portal of music and story with the poetry of Mary Oliver. 
 
Over the Wall: THE OWL MAN 
The OWL MAN is based on real events and people. It is the tale of two Walters: Walter Strachan, an English 
public school teacher, published poet, and connoisseur of fine art; and Walter Spitzer, a Polish/Jewish artist 
and survivor of the holocaust. It's about their different experiences of war and the connectedness they feel 
meeting in its aftermath. Ultimately, it's a play about the power of the arts to help us survive the most 
terrible of times. 
 
Clementines Live Arts: ERNIE’S JOURNEY  
A circus theatre adventure for family audiences. 
 
Eva Sinclair: ARTIFICIAL FLAVOURING 
ARTIFICIAL FLAVOURING is about a couple. Olive loves food and Billy can’t taste. When Billy’s University 
supervisor suggests Billy embark on a study to place a neural interface in his brain which will input artificial 
responses to flavour and taste there, Billy seizes the chance to get closer to his dream job and potentially 
save his relationship. The comedy play seeks to uncover whether science can explain our taste in food and 
taste in a partner. 
 

 
Wassail Theatre: NICK WHITE 
Wassail is working on ideas for some new shows, one of which might be a loose adaptation of the Somerset 
romance novel, Lorna Doone. Whose story is it anyway? 
 
Rachel Cohen: NICE GIRL  
Exploring ideas for a new performance piece, NICE GIRL, Rachel weaves together her story of domestic 
abuse and confinement... but do people want to hear it? It feels like an important story to tell but it's not 
much fun! How and where does it all fit? Hopefully you can help. 
 
Selina Keedwell & Jess Cunningham: HERSTORY 
A Discoverie of Sumorsaete Herstory: 
In this pitch, we will talk about The Lady Garden's R&D process, discovering tales of kick-ass Somerset 
women whose voices were erased or manipulated by historical accounts. What really happened to these 
women and where are the parallels for women today? We will talk more about Mary Hill's life in Mendip, 
Somerset and explore words, harmonies, sounds and music in trying to tell her tale. A messy process. A fun 
process. The Lady Garden are Jessica Cunningham and Selina Keedwell - and friends. 
 
Corrinne Curtis: THE NORNEN PROJECT  
THE NORNEN PROJECT is celebrating the wrecking of the barque Nornen and the successful rescue of the 
crew (and their dog!) by locals 125 years ago. We'll share details from our journey so far and our future plans 
for an ambitious production with integrated BSL. 



The Bluebirds Theatre Company: THE KNICKERLINE 
The Bluebirds are developing a brand new music theatre show based on real women's lives. We are looking 
for stories from women and those who identify as women of all ages and backgrounds. We are going to 
create a series of musical podcasts and then use the material we’ve gathered to create our full music theatre 
show. This is Vagina Monologues meets Mamma Mia with a hint of Hamilton and all to be showcased in our 
mobile pop-up theatre, The Popera House.  

All the stories we use will be real but anonymised. They’ll be  happy, sad, run-of-the-mill or seat-of-the-pants 
and anything in between! We are currently getting our funding in place for this project, but it would be great 
to hear from you if you think you might be interested. You can direct message us on social media via our 
Bluebirds Facebook Page or email us at thebluebirdstheatrecompany@gmail.com 
 
 

 
 
Jordan Cottle and Jack Stringer: A SKETCH SHOW 
‘A Sketch Show’ - a 70-minute chaotic journey through the minds of two dudes; Jack & Jordan - who are 
actors, nay, artists. And professional ones at that. Expect appearances from imaginary girlfriends, a confused 
Yorkshireman, & the mysterious Pine Nut (what are those?) as Jack & Jordan go full silly - and do some really 
good acting. Obviously. 

‘A Sketch Show’ is a silly, raucous sketch comedy extravaganza for 18-25 year olds. Over the last 5 years 
we’ve been developing & performing individual sketches and have now strung them together in this full 
production. With a successful test show under our belts, we aim to tour to small scale comedy venues in the 
South West later this year. 
 
Atomic Rhubarb: PERIOD DRAMA 
PERIOD DRAMA is a show about periods, and everything that comes with them.  

• Do you want to feel confident talking about menstruation?  
•  Do you want to know how much blood is lost during a period?  
•  Do you want to see an interpretative dance portraying the journey an egg takes during the 

menstrual cycle?   
PERIOD DRAMA is made for young people (age 11+/KS3&4) to have a chance to ask any and all the questions 
they have around periods and have a laugh while doing it. Currently being made to tour to schools, we will 
be looking to reach young communities through other avenues, such as rural touring and community centres 
& groups. 
 
Sheba Soul Ensemble: JAAAAAZ 
Sheba Soul Ensemble's new production Jaaaaaazzzz takes a swirling tour of Afrika and the diaspora, 
excavating the mystical origins of the music. Intended to be a 90 minute performance, this taster offers 
insight into the complex structure and the esoteric content of the piece. 
 
Tor Theatre: AN EVENING WITH BAKED ALASKA 
Can the 'synthpop Spinal Tap' get through an intimate, career-defining gig without splitting up on stage? 
(Hint: Probably not.) 

mailto:thebluebirdstheatrecompany@gmail.com


 

 
Shoebox Theatre: A WALK ON THE WILD SIDE  
A clown show about connection with nature, the natural world around us and our connection with each 
other. The show is playful, funny, poignant and life-affirming. Suitable for all ages with no inappropriate 
content. 
 
OpenStoryTellers 
OpenStoryTellers is a community arts charity supporting people with learning disabilities and autism. We 
help people to find their voice and use it. 

Stories are what makes us human, they help us make sense of the world, make friends and take part in 
society. 
 
Journey Exchange 
Journey Exchange was an intergenerational, international project, facilitated by Take Art, that brought 
together local people from Burnham and Highbridge, Somerset theatre-makers and artists from Hungary, 
Germany and Rumania.  
 
BREAKS & REFRESHMENTS 
We’ve allowed time and space in the programme for breaks, networking and conversations. We’ve allocated 
a ‘Quiet Space’ in the Westward Room for anyone that needs it.  We ask that everyone else respects this and 
not use it for general conversation.  

Although we are unable to provide lunch on Wednesday, you will be able to purchase tea/coffee during the 
afternoon. If you’ve not brought food or other refreshments with you, there are several cafes/eateries 
surrounding the venue and a Morrisons opposite. The Brewhouse café will not be open during the festival.   
 
Wifi Access 
connect to ‘Brewhouse Guest’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


